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Simulation-based reinterpretation (“recasting”)
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Aims at reproducing experimental analyses in Monte 
Carlo simulation


Nowadays well established for traditional cut-based 
analyses. Information needed:


However, more and more analyses exploit ML 
techniques to gain in sensitivity

Simulation of hard scattering process(es)

(e.g. MadGraph)


⬇

showering and hadronization,


incl. matching & merging

(e.g. Pythia)


⬇

object ID and reconstruction, 

including detector effects:*


(e.g. DELPHES)

⬇


application of event/signal selection 
(actual recast code)


⬇

statistical evaluation 

(background numbers usually from exp. pub.)

workflow

* except for detector-unfolded results (Rivet/Contur)

Lightweight, public

object definitions; 

identification, tagging, 

reconstruction efficiencies 

detailed preselection and 
signal (+control) region cuts

e.g. ML-based taggers,

signal/bkg discrimination with ML classifiers

Pb: how can we reuse those? 

cf. arXiv:2003.07868

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.07868
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.07868
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ML as a bottleneck for reinterpretation?

More and more analyses exploit ML techniques to gain in sensitivity.


Serious difficulty for analysis preservation and reuse unless


- resulting id/reco efficiencies can be (and are!) parametrised            
in terms of quantities accessible in a simulation, e.g., pt, η, …


- the actual ML model is published in appropriate form.


Two analyses where the latter has been attempted:


ATLAS-SUSY-2018-22 (0-lepton gluino/squark search)                     
published BDT weights as XML file 


ATLAS-SUSY-2019-04 (1-2 leptons + jets RPV search)                     
published neural network as ONNX file

Example: top taggers

13 different algorithms: image-based (2), 

4-vector-based (5), theory-inspired (6) taggers 

“The Machine Learning Landscape of Top Taggers” 

G. Kasieczka, T. Plehn et al., arXiv:1902.09914

→ RAMP seminar by Kenta Uno

→ RAMP seminar by Javier Montejo Berlingen

RAMP: Reinterpretation Auxiliary Material Presentation

Caveat: input variables need to be physics quantities that can be matched in a simulation

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09914
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09914
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015914/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1083851/
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Kenta Uno on ATLAS-SUSY-2018-22 
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RAMP seminar #1 
9 April 2021

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015914/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015914/
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Javier Montejo Berlingen on ATLAS-SUSY-2019-04
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RAMP seminar #7 
19 Nov 2021

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1083851/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1083851/
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Snowmass white paper on data and analysis preservation and reinterpretation
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S. Bailey et al., arXiv:2203.10057

Encourage that reinterpretability and reuse be kept in mind early on in the analysis design. 
This concerns, for instance, the choice of input parameters in ML models, the full 
specification of the fiducial phase space of a measurement in terms of the final 
state, including any vetos applied, and generally the choice of non-overlapping 
regions and standard naming of shared nuisances to facilitate the combination of 
analyses.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.10057
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.10057

